Wychwood Wild Garden Conservation Management Plan
Purpose of the plan

The Conservation and Management Plan establishes the historic nature and ‘story’ of the Wild Garden,
the current state of the garden in terms of structure, layout and ecology and identifies which aspects of
the Wild Garden are most valued by the community and visitors, both present and future.
The resulting management plan provides the framework against which routine annual maintenance and
specific projects can be planned and executed.
Guiding principles in line with our charitable objectives.

The basic management principles are to:
 Identify and carry out any essential safety related works affecting the main walkways or adjoining
properties
 To conserve, restore and maintain the historic aspects of the avenue, ponds and main circular walks
 To carry out routine maintenance in line with good woodlands management for the rest of the area,
to encourage wildlife and to maintain the informal atmosphere of the gardens with the minimum of
general clearance.
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Overview
Location and designation

The Wychwood Wild Garden is situated in Shipton-under-Wychwood at Grid Reference SP274175. It
is bounded by the A361 on the east, Dog Kennel Lane on the south and by fields on the north and west.
It lies within the Shipton-under-Wychwood conservation area and within the Cotswold AONB.
The woodland is classified as ‘W8 Fraxinus excelsior – Acer campestre – Mercurialis
perennis woodland’ under the Joint Nature Conservation Committee Natural Vegetation Classification.
Description of Wild Garden

The Wild Garden is a six hectare (approx 13 acre) prominent woodland and garden close to the centre
of Shipton-under-Wychwood, and has a network of paths through woods and around ponds with wild
life and local ducks in residence.
The main entrance to the garden is a set of wrought iron gates set in a stone wall with pillars opposite
the entrance to Shipton Court on the A361. There is no parking at this entrance. A tag on the gate gives
phone numbers to call in case of emergency. From here a 300 metre lime avenue leads westwards to the
ponds and path network. To the south lie the Basin (also known as the Upper) Pond and Round Pond
with the Cedar of Lebanon between them. To the north the stream flows through the canal ponds to exit
via a sluice towards Milton and Shipton villages.
The surrounding woodlands are mature mixed planting, some originating from the earlier Victorian
Garden and some more recent.
Access

The second entrance is the side gate off Dog Kennel Lane on the west side of the A361 where the
highway turns sharply into the south fringe of the village; limited parking is available in Dog Kennel
Lane. The path from the main entrance, down the avenue, around the ponds and out to Dog Kennel
Lane allows for mobility scooter and baby buggy access but is not easily passable by normal
wheelchairs. Dog Kennel Lane, which is outside the Wild Garden can be difficult to access in muddy
weather. The other designated paths are surfaced with wood chip but may become muddy in poor
weather.
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1. Historic Summary
The Wild Garden in its present form was laid out in the mid 19th century as a pleasure garden adjoining
Shipton Court, although the site was used as a recreation garden dating back to the building of Shipton
Court in Elizabethan times. The 1617 survey of Shipton Manor conducted for the Lacey Family refers
to the Dog Kennels and a Bowling Green in the area.
The entrance to the Wild Garden from the main A361 is through registered Grade II gates, gate piers
and entrance quadrants. The listing citation states: Believed to be circa 1903-06, probably part of
Perkins and Bulmer's work for Mr Pepper, then owner of Shipton Court. The walls are coursed rubble
with coping ramped up to inner piers. Two sets of pilastered gate piers, the outer ones lower, both with
cornices and ball finials, inner ones with wave moulding in rebated corner. Cast- and wrought-iron
gates with arrowhead dog rails, enriched hinge panels and further ramped panels up to the gate piers.
The garden is approached through an avenue of approximately sixty mature lime trees leading into a
wooded area dissected by paths. The 1797 county map shows the avenue already established but no
further details of the area. It is speculated that the Cedar of Lebanon dates from earlier than this
period.

1797 County map

In 1824 J.P. Neale referred to the avenue:
In front of the ancient Mansion is a very fine avenue of limes and walnut-trees, continued for a
considerable distance beyond the road which now leads to the House.
Views of the seats of noblemen and gentlemen, in England, Wales, Scotland, and Ireland. By J. P.
Neale.Vol1 Series 2 published 1824
The 1839 tithe map and descriptions of Shipton show the avenue and the original round pond with the
stream and the old dog kennels. There is no evidence of the Basin Pond or canal ponds although the
walk around what was to become the cricket ground and Tall Trees appears to be in place. This suggests
that the present layout occurred sometime after this map.

1839 Tithe Map
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By 1885, the Ordnance Survey map shows the full layout of the two upper ponds known variously as
the Basin or Fish pond and the Round Pond. They are fed by a stream flowing into the south west
corner of the Basin pond from a spring to the south. The Round Pond overflows into a sequence of three
canal ponds known variously as the Lifts. The stream then exits the property to the north through a
sluice and waterfall.
The Wild Garden now incorporates both the land referred to as ‘Wood in Godfreys’ Ref 269 on the
1839 tithe map and a wood in Short Croft of 3ac owned by Sir John Reade ref 271a on the 1839 tithe
map. At this stage the Wild Garden included the walk around what is now the cricket ground.

1885 OS map

The next stage in the development of the Wild Garden was probably completed after the First World
War with the addition of two additional woodland areas, referred to as the North and South Extension in
this plan. They are shown in the 1921 Ordnance Survey together with details of the full path network.
The North Extension follows the land referred to in the 1839 tithe map as rented by Richard Bould from
Sir John Reade (ref 268), shown as part of Godfrey’s Ground. The South Extension is into the land
known as Short Croft, (Ref 271) but does not appear to have been previously delineated.

1921 OS map
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The final changes took place as part of the break-up of the Shipton court estate after 1948. The original
Tall Trees house development and the establishment of the cricket ground in 1930s, meant that the
walkway around the whole of Short Croft was lost although evidence of this still exists on the cricket
ground.
Further historic work required

Further detailed research at the Oxford Records Office is required to confirm the history of the location.
We wish to establish any earlier references to the area, to identify any planting references prior to 1790
which might relate to the Lime Avenue or the Cedar of Lebanon and to identify any references to the
works carried out between 1839 and 1885 establishing the Wild Garden.
Specifically we would like to obtain any earlier tithe references and copies of references from the Reade
family papers which relate to the landscaping, water works or planting in the Wild Garden.
The current map
Key documents

Survey of Shipton Manor for the Lacey family 1617
County map of 1797
Tithe Map and schedule of 1837
Ordnance Survey map of 1885
Ordnance Survey map of 1921
Reade family papers 1690-1911: misc Oxon (Shipton Court in Shipton-under-Wychwood, etc) deeds
and papers Record Ref OA/E2 NRA reference NRA 35122 Reade. At Oxford Records Office
English Heritage summary ref GD 2296
Listed Building Register for the entrance gates Ref 251792
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2. The Status of the Garden today
The garden was acquired by the community in 2010 and a detailed GPS based topographical survey was performed, identifying all the ‘bumps and banks’ arising
from the original layout but now somewhat overgrown. This survey forms the basis of the subsequent mapping of the garden. A series of additional surveys and
studies were commissioned to form the basis of any subsequent restoration and conservation work
2.1. Arboricultural Survey

An initial Arboricultural Report has been carried out by Denracare Tree & Woodland Consultancy in
June 2010. The following is taken from that report:
The dominant species are lime, ash, beech and sycamore. Many of
these trees fall within the mature category. Several veteran trees
are present including the Cedar of Lebanon, one of three originally
planted, which forms a focal point between the two upper ponds.
The dominant species are approximately 20 to 30 metres high.
The sub-storey is predominantly holly, yew, hawthorn and acacia.
The under-storey is mainly holly, elder, cherry, bamboo and box
and is approximately 5 to 15 metres.
The ground layer is bramble, nettle, giant hogweed, elder, bracken
and grasses.
There is approx 5% deadwood providing valuable habitat.
A full tree inventory was carried out by volunteers in 2010,
identifying and tagging all trees with a diameter of more than 4
inches.
The Wild Garden includes a number of memorial trees planted
during the period of ownership by Brian Gorton. These trees have
been identified and special attention will be paid to their protection
and maintenance especially during any major works.
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2.2. Ecology summary

An initial Ecology Report has been carried out by Denracare Tree & Woodland Consultancy in June 2010. The following is taken from that report:
The Wild Garden supports a mix of habitats, in both the woodlands and the ponds.
The two main ponds are supporting an abundance of water lilies, irises, ducks, moorhens, pond skaters and dragon flies. Two full sized perch have been
observed in the round pond. The water appears clean and clear. There is evidence however of signal crayfish in the lower canal ponds which will destroy
other native water inhabitants. Culling of these should be considered.
The tree canopy supports nesting for among others, buzzards and crows,
A number of badger setts exist and there is evidence of deer and squirrel activity in the area.
Several trees are providing valuable deadwood habitat and should be retained where possible
The avenue in particular supports a variety of flora including spring bulbs such as snowdrops, daffodils and aconites
A pair of nesting ravens were identified in the Cedar of Lebanon in 2018.
2.3. Water ways and Features

An important feature of the Wild Garden is the series of interconnecting canals and ponds which lend both character and formality to the Garden whilst
providing enjoyment and pleasure to visitors. The spring-fed water course and ponds run from south to north through the area. The detailed history and
origins of the water features and their landscape are not known.
The permanent springs originate in the fields to the south of the garden, feeding two underground pipes, one of which supplies a water trough by Dog Kennel
Lane.
From here the water supply flows under Dog Kennel Lane via a manhole in a dog-legged route to enter the Basin Pond. There is possible evidence of a bypass pipe from the manhole but no pipework or outflow has yet been found.
The Basin Pond overflows down a sluiceway into the Round Pond and from there cascades into a series of three canal ponds to the exit sluice at the north end
of the garden.
Partial draining of ponds is feasible. Pumps and bypass pipes have been used for diverting water from the system when required.
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Studies undertaken by the Environment Agency (EA) in 2016 and a consultancy arm of University College London (UCL) in 2016 enabled identification of
plant and animal life in the water system. The water chemistry data from UCL showed the ponds to benefit from high quality waters. Nitrate levels are high
which almost certainly promotes the nuisance growths of filamentous algae such as Vaucheria identified by the EA.
The open water of the Basin Pond is dominated by growths of an aquatic moss – willow moss Fontinalis antipyretica. Also present is ivy-leaved duckweed
Lemna trisulca; mainly at low density. This submerged aquatic assemblage provides good potential habitat for invertebrates. Two small growths of a starwort
Callitriche sp. were recorded by UCL. No other submerged species were recorded.
The south end of the pond has quite extensive beds of sedge (Greater pond sedge Carex riparia) and there are beds of yellow flag iris Iris pseudacorus along
the sides of the pond with evidence of water mint Mentha aquatica, brooklime Veronica beccabunga and common willowherb Epilobium hirsutum also
present. These beds of marginal and emergent species, particularly where extensive, provide very good habitat for invertebrates and birds.
The Round Pond is similar to Basin Pond in that it has dense growths of willow moss Fontinalis antipyretica with ivy-leaved duckweed Lemna trisulca
locally frequent in much of the open water. The site also benefits from a good-sized bed of native white water lilies Nymphaea alba lying roughly in the
centre of the pond.
From sweep-sampling with long-handled pond nets at various points UCL and the EA found the invertebrate assemblages of both ponds were very similar
and dominated by high numbers of freshwater shrimp (Gammaridae) and hoglice (Asellidae) which reflected the high levels of leaf litter in the ponds.
Overall the assemblage was surprisingly species poor, which possible reflects the timing of the surveys in February rather than habitat quality. In both
surveys no beetle species were present (normally common in ponds) and most groups were found in low numbers Water snails, and a few caddisfly larvae
were noted, but otherwise very few other invertebrates were recorded. The EA identified one invasive non-native species, the northern river crangonyctid, a
type of freshwater shrimp. This species was introduced into the UK in the 1930s, and is common in large rivers and lakes, but rarely dominates.
With the active support of the Environment Agency the Wild Garden is now registered as a fishery containing indigenous fish only. In December 2017 a
major milestone was achieved when the Environment Agency augmented the fish population with the stocking of 50 Tench and 50 Crucian Carp, divided
equally between the Round Pond and the Basin Pond. Perch and Rudd are also present. We will monitor the water system watching out especially for any
illicitly introduced alien species.
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3. Vistas and Views
The Wild Garden featured in a series of photographs taken in the late 1800’s and early 1900’s. These photographs are used to support the management
plan regarding the key views and vistas that require attention.
The avenue and Shipton Court were the subject of an engraving by J.P. Neale in 1824.

The Round Pond

The Basin (Upper) Pond from the south towards the Cedar

The view down the canal ponds The view down the avenue

The view of the Basin Pond south bank

The view of the Round Pond.

Historic photographs are © Oxfordshire History Centre and The Wychwood Historic Society

Other key views are the view of the Cedar across the Round Pond, the view down the Basin Pond from the south bank, the view of the avenue from the
cricket ground and the view up the Basin Pond from the Cedar.
Date: 14th September 2022
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4. Meeting Our Charitable Obligations
The Wild Garden has three main charitable obligations:
 To provide Access for all
 Conservation
 Education
4.1. Access and Use policies

The Wild Garden will be open at all times to residents of the Wychwoods, guests and visitors. This access is given as a ‘permissive access at the discretion of
the Trustees’ so as to avoid the creation of a public right of access. In specific circumstances it may be necessary to close all or part of the garden especially
where work is being carried out on the trees or during severe weather conditions. These closures will be made where there is a major public safety risk.
‘Welcome’ Notice boards have been erected at each entrance to the Wild Garden. This includes guidance on the use of the Wild Garden and contact details.
The 0845 8056804 number is displayed on the entrance notice boards and visitors are asked to phone this to report any incident requiring attention. The
boards are periodically replaced for wear and tear.
It is recognised that some seating is needed around the garden, especially near the ponds. The policy is to not allow formal memorial seats or benches but to
install a limited number of rustic seats in keeping with the surrounding.
The policy is that dogs must be on leads at all times in the garden. Additional signs have been erected at each entrance to emphasise this. A number of dog
owners, who have consistently neglected to put their dogs on leads, have been reminded of this policy and this will continue to be our approach. Dog foul bins
have been installed at each entrance and a contract entered into with West Oxfordshire District Council (WODC) to empty these on a weekly basis. The
evidence to date is that they are well used.
The Wild Garden is a natural habitat and as such there is always a risk to visitors. Our maintenance approach will concentrate on reducing the risks from the
use of the marked paths but no attempt will be made to reduce risk in the general woodland. The ponds represent a specific risk and visitors will be requested
to ensure that no dogs or children enter the water.
Access other than through the two gates will be actively discouraged, initially using natural barriers but if necessary by taking more direct action. This is to
avoid the creation of new ‘rights of way’ and to reduce dogs ‘off lead’.
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4.2 Conservation

The Wild Garden’s Memorandum of Association requires conservation and protection of the woodlands, gardens, water system and wildlife habitats and of
the historic character of the entire landscape. The conservation approach also embraces the historic aspects of the avenue, ponds and main circular walks with
sensitive interventions for their maintenance and restoration. A continuing benefit of the managed conservation measures is to help connect families with
nature and to this end, although conservation of the architecture of the site is a key aim, management effort is given to both sustaining an ecological balance
and improving the natural biodiversity of the site. All conservation decisions are aimed to involve and meet the wishes of the Garden’s membership and of the
wider community in the Wychwoods and typically rely on prior scientific and/or regulatory advice from the relevant national and District-level bodies.
Conservation of the Wild Garden is also oriented to protect:
The character and meaning of the Garden for all age groups of the community of people who relate to it, and/or for whom it figures in their experience or
memory;
Evidence about past human activity and the ways in which past aspects of life are connected to the present; and the ways in which local people and visitors
continue to draw pleasure from the tranquillity and natural beauty of the Garden.
A key aspect of our conservation approach is to protect the garden from invasive species. Annual inspections are carried out mid year and as necessary to
detect any intrusions.
Known risks include:
American crayfish which have migrated from the Evenlode. These are destroyed when found.
Japanese Knotweed, in particular along the lower canal banks. This is sprayed with a suitable weed-killer when first detected, usually around June.
Giant Hogweed, clumps have been previously found near the Dog Kennel Lane entrance and the Tall Trees boundary. There are also clumps in the adjoining
field to the west which may spread into the Wild Garden. Any outbreak is sprayed when detected, usually around June.
Wild Garden is affected by Ash Die Back (Chalara dieback); it is already present in Diggers Wood. Our policy is to fell affected trees as they die, following
our normal safety reviews. We understand that logs from affected trees can still be distributed after drying.
4.3 Education

The Wild Garden offers an important resource for local school children and others to learn about the environment.
A number of families participated in the year long Nature Survey in 2010/11 providing first hand evidence of some of the wild life present in the garden. They
were supported by educational packs supplied by Forestry Commission.
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Forest Schools have been established in the north end of the Garden with a short access across field from Field Way in the housing development. This access
is strictly for authorised Forest Schools only. Typical activities include tool use, rope swings, fire building, climbing and balancing, den building and
identifying flora and fauna.
Older children from the nearby primary school are using the Wild Garden more as the curriculum encourages outdoor learning. The more they get to know
and love this large space of woods and water, flora and fauna the more appreciative of nature they become. It is intrinsic to our development of the Wild
Garden that we nurture the love and respect for the outdoors at the earliest ages possible. So much of what children see and learn about translates into a thirst
for knowledge and a need to protect our planet from climate change.
The Wychwood Cubs and Scouts are now active users of the Wild Garden during the summer months. They have also taken the initiative to install and
manage bird boxes in the Garden. To date 12 boxes have been installed and are monitored annually. In most cases the boxes have been used each year.
Further action is needed to encourage other local primary schools and youth organisations to include the Wild Garden within their educational programmes.
The key benefit of the education initiatives will be to encourage a responsible attitude towards and a wider appreciation of our local natural and physical
environment. This should allow both the widespread and peaceful enjoyment of the Wild Garden by all and a positive approach to the environment in general.
A secondary benefit will be to encourage the development of the skills required to manage and maintain the Wild Garden.
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Management and Restoration Plans
5. The Lime Avenue
Description of Avenue

The Avenue comprises the Lime Walk from the A361 gates to the end of the made-up
track by the Round Pond. This is bounded on the north side by a fence to the fields of
Shipton Lodge Cottage and to the south side by a ha-ha to the cricket ground. The subcompartment is approx 1.1 hectare. A detailed report on the avenue was commissioned
from Sarah Couch, an historic avenue specialist, in 2011. The limes were identified as
Tilia x Europaea clonal groups A (Pallida) and B (Hatfield). A small number of the limes
were identified as possibly from the initial planting in the 1700s.
Approach to maintenance

The lime avenue and ha-ha wall along the cricket ground will be maintained to preserve
the formal layout and character. Due regard will be placed on the vista down the avenue
and from the cricket ground and to the encouragement of spring bulbs.
Regular maintenance

Cutting back the base growth on the limes in the autumn
Clearing fallen branches in spring and autumn
Strimming the vegetation in the avenue once die down has started in the autumn
Inspecting the ha-ha for excessive growth or damage in the spring
Long Term Plans

The major Long Term Plan is the long term conservation and restoration of the avenue.
The following recommendations are from the Sarah Couch report and refer to the associated maps and plans in that report:


Unless major defects are indicated by a specialist survey, or trees are affected by storm or disease, the analysis in the report suggests that the avenue
should retain its integrity for at least 25 years. As there are already mixed ages, the few trees that are likely to fail will not dramatically change the
character of the avenue or the sense of enclosure and small gaps can be tolerated in the short term.
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In general, phased replanting in blocks of trees is more likely to be successful than either single replacements or large scale felling and replanting.
A phased programme continues the traditional management here and allows mature trees and sense of enclosure to be enjoyed for as long as possible
while allowing new groups of trees to establish.

2010 to 2020.
The report recommendations have been followed with the existing non-lime species in the avenue removed (about 20 trees) and the excess growth on the
north side of the causeway cut back to allow access and light. 18 semi-mature limes of the correct species clone have been planted in the original alignment.
6 trees that were previously storm damaged have been cut back to the main trunk and will be allowed to retrench to extend their life

2021 to 2035





Continue safety inspections and update management regime accordingly.
Continue to manage vegetation and growth from base of trees.
Continue to manage trees as they ‘grow down’.
However it is likely that in this period more trees will be reaching the end of their safe life and that the first phases of replacement of sections may be
required. Up to 15 trees in the age range over 200 years may need attention and together with filling gaps, these could amount to new planting of about 32
trees in 3 to 4 blocks. Some single trees eg S33 and S39 could be infilled, or this could be delayed until the next phase.

2036 to 2060






Continue safety inspections and update management regime accordingly.
Continue to manage vegetation and growth from bases of trees.
Continue to manage trees as they ‘grow down’.
However it is likely that in this period more trees will be reaching the end of their safe life and that another phase of replacement of sections of the avenue
will be required.
Another 18 trees in the age range over 200 years may need attention, and together with filling gaps, these could amount to new planting of about 34 trees
in 3 to 4 blocks, including the trees just inside the gates, where gaps could be filled to make a good impact. This would only leave older trees of c1900
planting in the section in the centre, which might need replacing in another 50 years.
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Junior Cricket Ground Hedge
The 100 metre long hedge along the junior cricket ground was planted in 2012 and was laid in 2021with advice and guidance from the Cotswold Wardens. It
will require re-laying approximately every 6 years. In the interim it should be allowed to grow naturally without cutting back.
Hazel stacks (every 0.5M) and top binders can be sourced from coppiced hazels from the Wild Garden, the Shipton allotments or Diggers Wood. Timing is
over the winter months and would take a couple of weeks to complete.

Key Documents

Survey of the Lime Avenue September 2011
Sarah Couch Historic Landscapes
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6. The Upper and Lower Ponds
Description of Ponds

The ponds represent the original layout of the Wild Garden from the mid 1800’s. They
comprise the two upper ponds known variously as the Basin or Fish Pond and the Round
Pond. These are fed by a stream flowing into the south west corner of the Basin pond from
springs to the south. The Round Pond overflows into a sequence of three canal ponds known
variously as the Lifts or Liffe. The stream then exits the property to the north through a
sluice and waterfall.
A path network encircles the ponds and the woodland includes specimen trees including the
Cedar of Lebanon. The area is bounded on the south by Dog Kennel Lane with a new access
from the lane, to the west by fields and to the east by small banks to the northern and
southern extension to the woods. The area is approx 2.8 hectare.
Approach to maintenance

The maintenance approach is to maintain the formal nature of the two upper ponds, the
canals and the surrounding path network. The main route through the area is from the
avenue, along the side of the Round Pond and Basin Pond and exiting into Dog Kennel
Lane. This will be maintained as suitable for mobility scooters. The rest of the surrounding path
network will be maintained for general access.
The management aims for the water features are to:
1) Repair the original features of the watercourse by re-establishing, where feasible, the approximate
dimensions and depths of the ponds and canals and thereafter maintaining them.
2) Restore and improve the natural diversity and sustainability of the plant and appropriate animal life
within the aquatic ecosystem.
3) Discourage alien species from colonising the canals and ponds
Guidance for rehabilitating the ponds and canals and for improving the aquatic bio-diversity continues
to be provided by the Environment Agency (EA). It is hoped that the populations of Crucian Carp,
Perch, Rudd and Tench in the ponds will reproduce successfully in future years and provide enough
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juveniles to increase the fish population in the canals. The situation is monitored on the advice of the
EA and further stocking may be considered..
Restoration Progress

The priority has been to restore the canals to their original depth and outline. After stump removal and dredging, the lower canal was restored in 2013 using
Nicospan to re-establish the banks. The sluice run-off was excavated and restored and its surrounding stonework was renovated. A new pathway around the
sluice was established in 2014 and a new bridge built over the sluice runoff.
The middle and upper canals were restored in the same manner during 2014/15. The upper canal stonework was completely rebuilt and lined with puddling
clay. The dams are periodically inspected and resealed as necessary.
The environmental consultancy arm of University College London (UCL), ‘ENSIS’, was commissioned to carry out an aquatic survey in early 2016 to assess
the requirements for debris and silt removal of the Round Pond for the rehabilitation project. This also included biological assessment and a similar survey of
the Basin Pond. Following consultation with the EA, a tender for rehabilitation of the Round Pond was launched and during the summer of 2016 the
successful contractor shifted silt and debris to the designated dump area, removed old stumps and carried out restoration of the damaged sections of the dam
wall. Further work is being undertaken to rectify some leakage in the pond bed near the outlet.
In 2017 and 2018 the dam wall of the Basin Pond was repaired, a new bridge installed by the Cedar and the run-off to the Round Pond reconstructed. Work
was also undertaken to thin out irises to restore the shoreline. After the completion of architectural restoration of the Ponds, plans will be developed to
improve the natural diversity of the aquatic plant and animal life.
In 2022 the final sluice dam was restored new coping stones installed and the inner surface repointed.
A new Glade for Reflection has been created in the north west corner of the Garden following the felling of a number of ash affected by dieback. The aim is
that this should be an area for quiet reflection away from the busier areas around the ponds. The central feature is a Swamp Cypress (Taxodium distichum)
with lower growing shrubs around the edges. A circular path has been constructed with good drainage. The area should be low maintenance with the
occasional clearing up of excessive debris on an annual basis
Annual Maintenance

The water system is regularly inspected for blanket weed, debris and blockages, especially around the sluice and the outflow from the Round Pond. Work
parties clean the system according to need, endeavouring always to retain the wild character of the water habitat.
The paths are resurfaced and/or raked on an annual basis to maintain their surface. Boggy patches receive periodic spreading of wood chippings.
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Long Term Plans

The Basin Pond is badly silted up on either side of the island and in from the dam area. Eventually this will lead to a loss of the aquatic habitat and poor
water quality, although suited to amphibians, this is only marginally suitable for sustaining a fish population. Longer term the Basin Pond will require
partial dredging to restore to a depth that that would be acceptable. Dredging would also enable works for any dam leaks to be rectified.
An approach, based on the solution used for the Round Pond is to use a single entry point to the pond, use a large digger in the water and a smaller digger to
load a dumper truck from the bank. The waste could be again dumped behind the bund on the east side of the pond.
A suitable entry point exists at the south east corner of the pond requiring the removal of probably one tree, a surface protection mat installed up the bank
and across the path. A dumper truck route to behind the bund can also be established here. An Environment Agency D1 waste exemption would be needed
for the dumping but was granted last time for the Round Pond. This work could only be carried out with significant grant support.
The middle canal dam leaks badly in a number of places. In time the middle canal will need draining down and dam will need to be refaced and the leaks
blocked with Bentonite clay
.
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7. The North extension
Description of North Extension

This extension comprises part of the planting carried out after the First World War
(presumed). The woodland comprises a native tree mix of predominantly broadleaf. There
is an unmade path around the boundary of this area. The area is bounded by the bank to
the west and south dividing it from the Upper and Lower Ponds and Avenue and with
fields to the north and east. The area is approx 1.2 hectare.
Approach to maintenance

The restricted access path from the primary school enters the garden in the north east
corner via a new gate and pathway, this has generated some increased foot fall in this area.
The maintenance approach will be to retain a natural woodland with periodic thinning and
seedling removal but retaining as much undercover as possible to encourage wild life.
The safety inspections of the garden will include the North Extension to cover Forest
School activities in this area.
Annual Maintenance

The main path through this area will be resurfaced with wood chip on an annual basis.
Routine safety inspections will be carried out and documented.
Long Term Plans

The use of this area by Forest School and children groups leads to a conflict with the overall objective is
to improve the habitat for all mammals, birds and insects, while recognising the ‘wild’ nature of the
woodland.
The approach is to contain the children’s activities to the north end of the woodland and to improve the
woodland habitat, creating multiple heights of growth and some glade areas.
The following actions should be considered:
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Thinning the full height growth by selected coppicing, ie cutting to near ground level or pollarding ,
cutting to around 2 metres. Most of the native trees will coppice well, with the most common species
including hazel, ash, oak, birch, alder, and sweet chestnut (non native); in addition sycamore can be
pollarded which may provide a diversion food source for grey squirrels keeping them away from other
trees. Thinning by coppicing or pollarding should be done in areas allowing sufficient light in for the
new growth.
The majority of the work can be done from the ground with chain saws and carried out during the
winter months. Retain dead or fallen trees either on the ground or standing about 2 meters high.
The debris from tree work can be used both as a natural barriers to the activities of the children and as
sources of good insect material on the ground.
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8. South Extension
Description of South Extension

This extension comprises part of the planting carried out after the First World War
(presumed). The woodland comprises a native tree mix of predominantly broadleaf. There
are no paths through this area. The area is bounded by the path, natural bank and tree line to
the north and west, by Dog Kennel Lane to the south and by the new Tall Trees care home
and junior cricket ground to the east. The area is approx 0.9 hectare.
Approach to maintenance

The wood areas will be left substantially uncleared to allow sufficient habitat for wildlife
and the public will be discouraged from creating pathways through this area. Minimal work
will be carried out other than essential safety work and occasional thinning.
To encourage the public to keep out of this area a number of short hazel barriers have been
installed in the gaps between trees. So far these seem effective but will require inspection
and repair on a regular basis.
Annual Maintenance

Annual inspection for Giant Hogweed, in particular on the boundary with Tall Trees.
General checking of the condition of the major trees but no routine maintenance is envisaged.
Long Term Plans

Over the next five years some thinning will be required to enable mature trees to develop. This will be
limited, and only done to encourage established trees and to improve the under storey and general
diversity.
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9. Dog Kennel Lane
Dog Kennel Lane is a key access route and parking location for visitors to the Wild Garden and a major amenity for the community; the maintenance of the
wall abutting the Wild Garden is the responsibility of the Wild Garden.
Annual Maintenance

Removal of ivy from the wall.
Checking for cracks and crumbling that may lead to failure.
Inspection for Giant Hogweed near access gate
Monitor and if necessary fix the main gate support for any movement
Clearing the ditch to the western adjacent field by removing debris and growth and cutting back overhanging trees.
Long Term Plans

Although outside the ownership of the Wild Garden, the general state of Dog Kennel Lane is of concern.
Dog Kennel Lane badly floods by the back gate entrance and although some improvements have been made the problem still exists.
In 2018-2019, through joint funding with the County Councillor’s Community Fund and the Shipton Parish Council, the water-filled and muddy depressions
in the lane typical to the winter months outside the Garden and up to the A361 were filled with hard core and rolled by a contractor to restore pedestrian and
motor access of the lane. The condition of the lane’s surface is aggravated by the traffic generated by heavy farm machinery and shooting parties on the
nearby land. An attempt to resolve some of the flooding issues was undertaken in 2012 by John Hartley and resulted in additional water flow being channelled
into the water trough and hence the Wild Garden. Testing of this water shows it is of good quality and unlikely to be the run-off from the A361.
Along the Western ditch boundary of the Garden a co-operative project with the landowner, Richard Hartley Ltd, was initiated in 2019 to clear the drain
between the farmland and the Wild Garden, to divert as much excess water from Dog Kennel Lane as possible into this drain. The necessary preliminary work
to uncover blocked pipework and clear overgrowth and trees from the drain has been completed by the volunteer work party, leaving it ready for work by an
earthmoving machine kindly provided by the landowner.
With the active encouragement and support of Miton Parish Council a successful application for Section 106 funding funded improvements to Dog Kennel
Lane to the west of the Wild Garden rear gate. In 2021 a new drain has been installed to channel run-off from Diggers Wood into the field ditch and the top
surface improved for drainage. This has improved general access from the Milton direction.
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10. Making It Happen
The management plan provides the framework against which specific projects can be planned and executed. In order to carry out both the routine work and
specific restoration or improvement projects considerable local volunteer help will be required.
Volunteers

We estimate that approximately 30 volunteer hours a month are required for routine work and small projects. For larger projects specific teams will need
recruiting. We require that all users of company-owned machinery such as tractors have had some recognised training and use the appropriate safety gear at
all times and that anyone using their own machinery to be covered by their own insurance. While all volunteers are welcome, any children under 18 must be
accompanied by a parent or designated adult. Currently we are organising two working parties a year in association with the Shipton Volunteers for general
maintenance and we estimate that this is equivalent to around 150 man hours a year.
Insurance

The Wild Garden maintains insurance for Public Liability, for Volunteers working on the site and for Directors and Officers Liability.
Routine Maintenance plan

Project
Removal of debris at the
sluice gate

Timing
Inspections are required
every two weeks during the
winter months.

Volunteer involvement
About an hour every two
weeks.

Financial Implications
Minimal

Cutting down of basal shoots
on the lime trees in avenue

Annually, in autumn

Minimal

Ivy removal from major
mature trees

Annually in autumn

Inspection of path network
and any maintenance

Annually in spring and
after any major storm

About 20 hours work to
remove all basal growth in the
avenue.
About 30 hours work a year.
Removal can be done in
rotation over say three years.
Typical inspection is about 4
hours.
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Minimal

A typical inspection costs
around £700

Comments
The removal of debris here is
critical to ensuring the
outflow remains clear. A
suitable method of removal is
using a spring rake.
The use of the Shipton
Volunteer’s bush cutter makes
this task less onerous
A suitable task for the
working parties
Guidance Notes on carrying
out the inspection are
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required

A professional inspection
should be carried out every
five years

Canopy thinning and
deadwood removal

Annual review in late
summer, work in winter

Path resurfacing

Bi-annually. Each path will
require some level of
resurfacing every two years

available. Additional courses
may be necessary
Typically £300 a tree

About 20 hours per path

Purchase of path gravel when
needed

A TPO application is required
prior to any work being
undertaken.
A suitable task for the
working parties

Identified Risks and Threats

The risks to which we are exposed include financial, compliance, environmental and operational risks. We maintain a comprehensive risk assessment which is
regularly reviewed
We ensure that we have adequate insurance in place, monitor our reserves policy, monitor our financial activities, pay particular attention to keeping our
members informed about our activities, and comply with company and charity law and regulation.
We rely totally on the generosity of our members for our income. Our current membership is primarily derived from the original subscribers to the purchase of
the Wild Garden in 2010. Continued efforts are needed to both increase our membership and to ensure we gain donations and grants from local organisations
and individuals.
We monitor the Wild Garden on an annual basis for signs of serious tree diseases such as Ash Dieback (Chalara) and for invasive species. We monitor for
Japanese Knotweed and Giant Hogweed during the summer months and take appropriate action.
Volunteers are encouraged to only work within their own capabilities and the use of machine tools is carefully monitored. Where contractors are employed we
ensure they are aware of the sensitive nature of the environment.
We use motion-sensitive monitoring cameras from time to time to help identify and control anti social behaviour; thankfully the level of vandalism remains
low.
In the event of a major incident or significant major tree fall we will close the Garden until the situation can be resolved.
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Path Maintenance

The paths are surfaced with a mixture of wood chip or gravel
depending on their useage.
A. The avenue is currently surfaced with a hard core of rounded
gravel. Some depressions are now forming which collect water
and mud. A significant resurfacing will be required by 2024
B. Extension of avenue to Round Pond. This slope becomes very
muddy with water run-off and requires regular clearing. A
mechanical clearing and resurfacing may be required by 2024.
A solution to the run-off ‘pooling’ by the Round Pond is also
required, a partial soak-away has already been provided The
path around the Round Pond is gravelled to improve the
surface and drainage.
C. The path from the Round Pond to the DKL entrance. This is
surfaced with binding path gravel which will require some
maintenance about every two years. The path requires about
four tonnes of gravel.
D. The boundary path for the southern extension. This is wood
chip surfaced and requires resurfacing every two years. It
requires about 5 cu mtrs of wood chip.
E. The woodland path around the Basin Pond. This is wood chip surfaced and requires resurfacing every two years. It requires about 6 cu mtrs of wood chip.
F. The main path down the canals. This is hard core surfaced, covered in wood chip and should only require maintenance on an occasional basis.
G. The woodland path down the canals. A board walk and gravel section has been established at the north end to improve drainage and drainage has been
improved at the southern end. The path is a combination of wood chip and natural surface and requires resurfacing every two years.
H. The field path. This path is currently not maintained. Consideration should be given to wood chipping it. It would require about 4 cu mtrs of wood chip.
The supply of wood chip is a key requirement for path maintenance and local tree surgeons should be encouraged to deposit surplus wood chipping whenever
they are working in the area.
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11. Partnerships
The long term success of the Wild Garden will depend to a large extent on the support and collaboration of the local community and local interest groups.
The following organisations have already provided input and support and will continue to be partners in our future.
The Shipton Volunteers providing support for working parties
The Milton and Shipton Parish Councils who provide significant funding as Representative Members and help with local communications and initiatives
The Wychwood Pre-School and The Wychwood Primary School providing support for the Forest School
The Cotswold Wardens providing technical input on a variety of topics and practical help with access gates
The Wychwood Project providing technical input on a variety of topics and practical help with tree safety inspections
The Environment Agency for their support regarding fishery status and stocking
The Wychwood Cubs and Scouts providing and monitoring the bird boxes and providing a route for children to be actively engaged in the Wild Garden
The Shipton Cricket Club for mutual support and access
The Shipton WI for support and encouragement
Other organisations will be approached as needed for specific projects or guidance
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For more information or to support our activities please contact:
The Wychwood Wild Garden
New Beaconsfield Hall
Station Road
Shipton-under-Wychwood
Oxfordshire OX7 6BQ
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Website www.wychwoodwildgarden.org.uk
Email: info@wychwoodwildgarden.org.uk
Tel: 0845 8056804 (answer service, please leave a message)
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